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The DUNA-Corradini factory in Soliera (Modena), Italy

Introduction
The DUNA Group includes:
-

DUNA-USA Inc. (Texas), 1 plant

-

DUNA-Corradini S.r.l. (Italy), 2 plants

-

Isolparma S.r.l. (Italy), 1 plant

-

DUNA-Polymers S.r.l. (Italy), 1 plant

-

Stiferite S.r.l. (Italy), 1 plant

and manufactures expanded rigid polyurethane since 1987, although the story started in the 1950’s.
As a sign of the changing times and the advancing technology, today the synthetic polymeric materials can replace
natural products used so far with undeniable advantages.
In the following pages we will compare the structural difference between the expanded rigid polyurethane
CORAFOAM®, wood and other plastic materials and we will see the main advantages deriving from the usage of
CORAFOAM®.
The high quality of the product and the many successful applications, have proven CORAFOAM® to be an excellent
product for the sign making industry, capable of improving your work and making your job easier!
We thank you for choosing our product.
Enjoy working with CORAFOAM®!
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Our Product:

CORAFOAM

®

How the product is made
The

expanded

rigid

polyurethane

is

a

plastic

production, the most notable is the consistency throughout

thermosetting material obtained from the reaction of

both the entire run and the individual cross section.

two basic components: polyol and isocyanate. A large

A fundamental role is played by the chemical and

variety of additives also contributes to the foam, like

production technology entirely developed by the Duna

blowing agents, catalysts, surfactants and others.

Group. This technology is highly superior to the standard

By mixing the components, an exothermic reaction takes

discontinuous production (molding a piece at a time).

place with the formation of the so called “polyurethane

Additionally,

foam”, a sturdy material with cellular structure.

process allows a large ﬂexibility in terms of sizes, as

The structural and surface properties of polyurethane

they are not linked anymore to the dimensions of the

foam depend not only on the components but also on

mold or to the thickness of the boardstock.

the production process, either in continuous stock or by

Technically speaking, we can say that the continuous

discontinuous molding.

process, compared to the discontnuous one, improves

CORAFOAM® is manufactured in a continuous

the isotropy of the cellular structure and guarantees a

bunstock process, obtained by pouring the components

better and more uniform distribution of the mechanical

of the reaction over an appropriate conveyor belt where

properties.

the free expansion takes place. The foam is produced in

The long experience, the proprietary production

buns (also called blocks) that afterwards are fabricated

plants and the exclusive high technology used to

(basically sliced and trimmed).

manufacture CORAFOAM®, allow to make a product

Every production batch varies from 24,000 to 250,000

practically unique in its kind. Thanks to its exceptional

bdft depending on the density obtained.

performances, it is largely used in modelling, styling

There are many advantages in the bunstock continuous

and similar applications.
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the

continuous

bunstock

production

Physical and Chemical properties
The rigid expanded polyurethane CORAFOAM® is

even in the most adverse atmospheric conditions and is

a plastic material with speciﬁc characteristics which

not attacked by moulds or bacteria.

make it suitable for several applications depending on

In addition CORAFOAM® is not damaged by solvents,

density.

acids or bases. This superior chemical resistance

In the lower densities (2 to 3 pcf), the product is largely

makes it compatible with any kind of coatings, primers

used for insulation (thanks to its very low thermal

ﬁllers and paints.

conductivity) and in light structural application (thanks to

Finally CORAFOAM® is safe for humans and for the

its excellent gluing properties). In these areas, it is much

environment.

more efﬁcient than other materials like polystyrene,

It does not contain and does not release dangerous

mineral wools, perlite and other expanded materials.

components and is completely ozone friendly.

By increasing the density, the mechanical resistance is
increased, so the product is used in more demanding
applications and thanks to its ﬁne structure is also used
in modeling, styling and in sign making starting from
density as low as 5 pcf.
As with most thermosetting products, CORAFOAM® is
practically indestructible.
It does not melt if heated or exposed to solvents, as it
happens with polystyrene and PVC.
In making signs, it has come to replace wood, from
which it mainly differentiates because of its cellular
structure instead of being ﬁbrous.

Special pieces for industrial productions made by working
CORAFOAM® with a router.

The microcells (whose dimensions are generally in the
order of the mils – thousandths of an inch) are formed
during the reaction of the liquid components. Thanks
to Duna’s expertise, CORAFOAM® is the HDU with
consistently the ﬁnest cell structure on the market,
an advantage that any sign maker will appreciate
immediately.
The closed cells structure makes CORAFOAM®
totally impermeable to any kind of liquid including
water and solvents. These properties give many
advantages compared to wood: being chemically inert,
CORAFOAM® does not swell and does not decompose

Above and next page:
Some examples of router work with CORAFOAM®.
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Mechanical properties
Also in respect to mechanical properties CORAFOAM® offers undeniable advantages compared to other materials.
In fact it combines excellent mechanical properties with a good lightness. By increasing the density we can achieve
considerable mechanical characteristics.
The following chart shows a comparison between several materials:

Material
CORAFOAM® U100
CORAFOAM® U150
CORAFOAM® U200
POLYSTYRENE
WOOD

Density
(pcf)
10
15
20
2
45

Compressive Strength
(psi)
340
600
960
< 29
>1500

Tensile Strength
(psi)
330
490
760
< 58
> 6000

For an accurate choice of the product, other properties need to be considered as well. Not just mechanical
properties (like shear strength, ﬂexural strength, peel resistance, “indentation” resistance, hardness, etc.) but also
fabricating properties like cell structure, surface ﬁnish, need for primer, solvent resistance, available sizes, weight,
resistance to the elements, lack of ﬁbers and knots, etc..
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Choosing the density
Density is expressed as weight by volume and is
measured in lb/cu.ft. (pcf). Density is the main parameter
which characterizes foams because it determines its
mechanical properties.
CORAFOAM® is available in three densities: 10, 15
and 20 pcf.
In the ﬁeld of sign making, the most used density
historically is 15 pcf.
This intermediate value assures a good compromise
among strength, weigh, surface quality and cost. It also
guarantees the necessary dimensional and structural
stability for installations both outdoors and indoors.

Yet the other densities are also conveniently used; the
decision must take into consideration the dimensions,
the clamping and then mounting method. In this
regard the very ﬁne and consistence cell structure of
Corafoam® allows one to safely use 10 pcf foam where
previously the 15 pcf was the reference.
Signs of large dimensions can also advantageously
be made with lower density than 15 pcf to facilitate
the handling (and incidentally gain competitiveness).
Of course the installation has to take into account the
lower mechanical properties.
On the other end, higher densities are requested for
structural applications or when indentation could be
an issue. Weight and the cost of course are negatively
affected by a higher density choice.

An example of a sign made in CORAFOAM® for an outdoors
installation.
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Advantages of using CORAFOAM®

its kind, with the advantages of both an easy workability

CORAFOAM® is an extraordinary synthetic plastic

with any tool and a reduced need for ﬁllers.

product used in sign making which offers a great deal

Yet the foam is so resilient that peeling the rubber mask

of advantages.

after sandblasting does not rip the surface, reducing

It is environmentally friendly, helping to protect natural

signiﬁcantly the production cycle.

products (wood) which it can successfully replace.

The shaving and the dust being generated scarcely

Thanks to its wide range of densities and available

adhere to the foam and the equipment and can therefore

sizes, CORAFOAM® allows one to choose the most

be easily removed by suction or blowing.

economical construction option.

Examples of applications in environments particularly

It is practically indestructible, so it has a long life. Under

rich in salt or in severe weather conditions conﬁrm the

the protective layer of paint or enamel, it does not age,

superiority of this product and its versatility.

it does not ﬂake and it does not discolor. The fact that it

CORAFOAM® is guaranteed for applications in the

does not absorb or lose water and that it has no ﬁbers

range of temperatures between +220ºF and -300ºF; it

allows for a long lasting dimensional stability. As time

can deﬁnitely resist environment condition found in the

goes by, it remains an excellent substrate for the paint

sign industry!

and the enamel.

Even in critical environments, the paint lasts longer

CORAFOAM®’s sophisticated production process

and does not ﬂake off with humidity as is happens with

allows obtaining a very ﬁne cellular structure, unique in

wood.

Example of a sign for outdoor installation in an environment rich of salt.
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Examples of signs made with CORAFOAM®
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CORAFOAM

®

in sign making

Working with CORAFOAM®
CORAFOAM® can be perfectly worked using from the
simplest hand tools to the most sophisticated CAD/
CAM routers.

Working by hand with tools for engraving and wood carving.

Working with routers and CNC machines.
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Sandblasting
Sandblasting is a popular and well developed technique
of shaping signs.
Corafoam® performs better than its competing products
thanks to:
•

its consistent and ﬁne cell structure,

•

the lack of defects and soft spots, and

•

its superior peel resistance.

All the usual set ups and execution techniques you are
already familiar with are perfectly and advantageously
usable with CORAFOAM® as well. They include rubber
masking, spraying paint to guide the operator’s hand
while blasting, introducing a grid to produce a wood
texture effect and so forth.
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Using different sandblasting masks, it is possible to obtain
different textures.
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3D relieving and grooving
Because of the absence of ﬁbers or granular structure,
the surface of CORAFOAM® does not ﬂake off and
does not get torn. When CORAFOAM® is grooved, the
contours remain well deﬁned and the edges of the cuts
do not round off easily.
After grooving or carving, remove the dust and apply a
primer (if needed) before painting.
The groove is easily made because of the structure of
the material which, being without knots and granules,
allows edges to be well deﬁned. Tools for wood, chisels
and similar utensils do a very good job and do not easily
round off as it happens with wood.
If the panel is slightly bowing, make sure you set it on
your router table corners down, that the seal is intact
and continuous and verify on your vacuum gauge that
the pump is properly working.
CORAFOAM® can also be used to make add-on’s. It
doesn’t matter the material you are using for the sign
itself, just make the letters, objects or whatever parts
you need in HDU and set them on the sign.
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Filling and repair
Sandblasting, cutting and grooving remove the surface
of the sheet and expose the inner material. The
exposed cells structure of the CORAFOAM® needs to
be covered, painted, primed or protected in anyway as
soon as practical and in any case before exposing the
sheet to the elements.
The repair of holes, errors or damages that incidentally
happen, can be easily and quickly made with any ﬁller
you are familiar with. As usual, be careful in matching
the chemical nature of your ﬁller with the one of your
enamel or paint. Damages and problem always occur
at the wrong moment. This is no reason to rush your
repair. Even if the pressure would lead to it, do not
expedite the ﬁller’s or primer’s hardening time. Follow
manufacturer recommendations and instruction. For
example, sun drying leads to blistering as the surface
dries up quickly giving the impression that the ﬁller or the
primer has hardened when in reality its core is still full
of solvent. The solvent trapped inside the ﬁller/primer
will eventually and inevitably make its way through the
enamel/paint, with the consequences nobody wants to
face.
For a perfect grip, it is necessary to remove the dust.
The safest way is by blowing it off. Some spray water
onto it. Although it is perfectly adequate for the foam
itself, if it’s not perfectly dry (even in the little corners!)
it needs to be regarded as a potentially dangerous
chemical for the next layers that will be applied onto
the foam.
Plugs can be fabricated and inserted. Again, the
adhesive used to keep the plug in place needs to be
carefully chosen and properly dried before continuing
with the project.
Remember that water -based chemical have an
advantage since moisture slowly migrates as water
vapor through the foam, other solvents don’t.
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Finishing
The surface of the HDU CORAFOAM® shows distinct
advantages not just compared to wood but also
compared to other HDU’s. First of all it is not always
necessary to apply ﬁllers and primers to seal the typical

ﬁnishing, it is necessary to treat the surface with a ﬁller
and then sanding. Normally the quality of the job allows
for the extra work, on the other hand be reassured: with
CORAFOAM® this setback is at its minimum.

porosity of wood or other pin-hole foams. Also, we are
not aware of any restriction on which kind of chemical
(acrylic, neoprene, water-based, solvent-based, etc.) to
use on HDU for painting or varnishing.
The only required pre-treatment is making sure the dust
is removed and any other layer of chemicals (if any) is
completely dry.
Normally only with some high quality varnishes that are
required for achieving a very good shiny and glossy

Example of overlapping of several layers of ﬁnishing.
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Mounting and installation
Signs made with HDU are easily mounted on walls and on
supports with plywood or plastic backing.
CORAFOAM® feels tougher but it’s still HDU, we recommend
you do not assume you can simplify or cut corners during
installation.
It’s in the nature of the product (regardless of the manufacturer)
to tend to bow over time. Just like any other HDU, proper
backing and/or proper screw distance are fundamental.
Due to its low weight and lack of ﬁbers, screw retention is
not the forte of HDU. Install screws through the sign onto the
backing/support, be it made of wood, metal or concrete.
Improper installation voids the warranty.
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Handling and safety
When working with polyurethane dust, always use

provide good ventilation and a correct removal of dust.

protective equipment like respirators or masks, goggles

The dust collection system must be protected from the

and protective clothes to avoid inhalation as it can cause

accumulation of static electricity.

irritation. Please make sure you have a CORAFOAM®
Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS, it’s available on-

If the sheet surface is exposed to light – and particularly

line) and make sure you and your personnel are familiar

to UV – it relatively quickly becomes darker and

with its content.

degrades due to oxidation. Over a period of time the
oxidation becomes very dusty affecting aesthetic and

It is also advisable to take precaution against the risk of ﬁre:

gluing. It is highly recommended that foam be stored in

- Keep the product away from free ﬂames.

house and away from direct sunlight exposure until it has

- Do not weld or cut metals in contact with the product.

been coated or protected. Momentary exposures, even

- Keep an extinguisher handy

to sunlight UV, constitute no hazard to the surface.

- Scraps should not be accumulated and must be
treated according to the local laws on industrial waste.

Normally polyurethane foam waste can be disposed in
landﬁlls. However we invite our customers to comply

Like any other product, HDU constitute a higher ﬁre risk

with their local, state and federal regulations.

when it’s in dust form than when it’s in solid sheet form.
For this reason dust needs to be carefully removed
using appropriate aspiration systems. It is necessary to
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Graphic and
Sculptural Arts
The high versatility and workability of this product and
its aesthetic characteristics raised the interest of many
art masters who utilize it as a different new material for
their artistic works.
Among the many shops where today CORAFOAM®
is mastered and its usage is taught, we would like to
mention two examples. The ﬁrst one is Pistoletto, who
in the 1980’s entirely dedicated himself to the usage of
this material in many works and personal exhibitions.
The second one is Jacob Hashimoto, who uses various
technological materials for his works.
Other artists with excellent reputation were able to
express themselves using blocks of CORAFOAM® by
modeling inﬁnite emotions on the smooth surface of its
ﬁne cell structure.

Top: Work of Michelangelo Pistoletto made entirely with
CORAFOAM® “Steps Behind”, 1984, Michelangelo Pistoletto
(Courtesy of the artist.)

Some works made with high tech materials including CORAFOAM®
by Jacob Hashimoto (Courtesy Studio La Città, Verona)
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Other works by Jacob
Hashimoto (courtesy Studio La
Città, Verona)

Mirio Brozzi, 1997
“Mistake”
Artwork completely realized with CORAFOAM®

Mirio Brozzi, 1995
“Fioriera”
Artwork completely realized with CORAFOAM®.
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The realization of a copy made out of CORAFOAM® foam of “Venus”
at Palazzo Barberini in Rome (Italy). The project required making
an exact cast of the historical piece of art but the cast could not be
made onto the original to prevent any damage. So the artwork was
duplicated ﬁrst by scanning it with 3D digital laser scansion and
then by machining it out of a HDU block with sophisticated CAD/
CAM routers. The foam copy was then used to make the cast.
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Availability and
Sizes
CORAFOAM® sheets for sign making come in a vast
number of sizes selected to facilitate your job and your
success.
Our distributors carry our products in standard sizes,
however customized products are available according to
your needs, give us a call to see what we can do for you.
The standard sizes are 4’ x 8’ in 1”, 1.5” and 2” thickness
in 15 pcf density.
10 and 20 pcf densities are also available.
CORAFOAM® can be manufacturer in all the following
dimensions, and in all usable thicknesses, for all densities.
However check with us on availability and turn around time:
4’ x 10’
4’ x 12’
5’ x 8’
5’ x 10’
5’ x 12
For more information and requests, please contact our
customer service.

Warranty

U.S.A. and NAFTA Markets:

Duna USA, Inc. offers a 7-year limited warranty on its
range of Corafoam® products when used in the sign
industry. Under this limited warranty, the purchaser’s
exclusive remedy is the replacement by Duna USA, Inc.

Duna-USA Inc.

of any Corafoam® product that fails to conform to its

4210 FM 1405, Baytown, TX, 77520, USA

speciﬁcations. Please note that this limited warranty does

Tel: (+1) 281 383 3862

not apply to any Corafoam® product which has been

info@dunagroup.com ; www.dunausainc.com

handled, stored or installed in a manner inconsistent with
Duna USA, Inc.’s recommendations or industry custom.
Further, Duna USA, Inc.’s limited warranty does not provide

Europe and Asia:

any other warranties, express or implied, and expressly
disclaims any implied warranties of merchantability or
ﬁtness for a particular purpose. Finally, Duna USA, Inc.’s
limited warranty disclaims all responsibility for any loss,

DUNA-Corradini S.r.l.

damage or expense, whether direct, indirect, special,

Via Modena-Carpi, 388 - 41019 Soliera (MO) Italy

incidental or consequential, which may arise out of the

Tel: +39-(0)59-893911

use, or the loss of use, of any CORAFOAM® product.

info@dunagroup.com ; www.dunagroup.com
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